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1/5 to bee or not to bee
a statement about bees die

 

 ID: 42967. Last updated: 03.02.2015  

Solution

Its not about bees die only. Its about
all life on earth.
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http://www.jovoto.com/projects/jovoto-portfolio-awards-2015/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/jovoto-portfolio-awards-2015/ideas/42967
https://uploads1.jovo.to/idea_attachments/648397/2-bee-or-not-2-bee-animation_bigger.gif?1454303562
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2/5 to bee or not to bee
a statement about bees die

What was the task for the work you show here?

.......................................................................................................................

 ID: 42967. Last updated: 03.02.2015  
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3/5 to bee or not to bee
a statement about bees die

What was your unique idea?

......................................................................
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http://www.jovoto.com/projects/jovoto-portfolio-awards-2015/ideas/42967
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4/5 to bee or not to bee
a statement about bees die

Is the work you present here originally and genuine made by you?

Yes

 ID: 42967. Last updated: 03.02.2015  
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5/5 to bee or not to bee
a statement about bees die

 

 ID: 42967. Last updated: 03.02.2015  

Creative's profile

kg4u
Graphicdesigner

Creative's top 5 skills

Copy Writing, Graphic Design, Illustration, Product Design
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http://www.jovoto.com/projects/jovoto-portfolio-awards-2015/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/jovoto-portfolio-awards-2015/ideas/42967
http://www.jovoto.com/community/kg4u
http://www.jovoto.com/community/kg4u
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